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Coolcasc, the Nº1 brand of helmet covers, has also 
ventured into the bike market, with customized covers 
specially designed for the sport.
Although our other collections can be used with bike 
helmets thanks to the universal pattern, we have 
developed two collections exclusively for the bike 
market: JET BIKE and WATER PROOF. 
Please see the features on the following table:

JETBIKE WATER 
PROOF

LYCRA´s THICKNESS 180gr/m2 200gr/m2

LYCRA FINISHING Matt Matt

COMPOSITION 87% polyester
13% spandex

87% polyester
13% spandex

PRINTING SYSTEM Sublimation Sublimation
PRINT INCLUDED IN PRICE Yes Yes
BACK VELCRO HOLE Optional Optional
TPU SIDE POCKET Optional Optional
PATTERN Bike Optional

(1) Optional features are included in the price.

* For the other custom collections please check the groups catalogue

COOLCASC® CUSTOMIZED FOR BIKE



COOLCASC® JET BIKE
The covers are made of micro perforated lycra® which 
allows increased air flow whilst at the same time 
improves the aerodynamics. 
The very light single layer of matt lycra® is an important 
development as it avoids adding extra weight to the helmet. 
In addition the covers prevent insects from getting inside the 
helmet, perfect for those helmets without a net inside.
The printing is done by sublimation so any design can 
be achieved without limiting the colours and we can 
even print photos or images. 
JetBIKE is the ideal collection for cycling teams or 
groups looking for completely customized equipment. 
It’s also ideal for cycling groups wishing to use the cover 
for advertising or merchandising. The helmet cover thus 
becomes a visible and moving advert in cycling races or events.

COOLCASC® WATER PROOF
Helmet Covers are made of water-proof lycra®, they 
have been developed to be impermeable. They complete 
the look and are becoming an essential part of cycling 
equipment to avoid getting wet on rainy days.



Seat covers complete the cycling customized pack, made of water-
proof lycra® with a matt finish and sublimation printing. 
They are a good option for customizing urban bike fleets that also 
allows the seats to stay new and clean.

COOLCASC® Seats

We offer a complete customized pack with drawstring 
bags to protect and store the helmet and any sporting 
accessories that may be needed.
Printed by sublimation, they can be 100% customized and 
can also be used as a back pack.
• Size: 36,5 x 41cm
• Composition: 100% polyester.

COOLCASC®  Bags



COOLCASC® CATALOGUE
All of our helmet covers from the main COOLCASC® catalogue, can also be used for bike. Any of our 

covers (Animals, Show-Time, Foggy Days or Print Cool) can be adapted for use on a bike helmet. This 
way, the helmet can be used in a fun and original way.

Go on a bike ride, have fun and steal some smiles as you pass with your COOLCASC®!



COOLCASC® is registered trademark property of COOLCASC LIMITED LIABILITY CO. and all their designs and models are internationally patented.
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